In 2010, two events entirely dedicated to self-translation took place in Italy: a seminar held in Udine in March (L'autotraduzione nelle letterature migranti) and a large-scale international conference on the subject, the first of its kind, in Pescara (Autotraduzione: teoria ed esempi fra Italia e Spagna (e oltre)) in November. It is surprising that, for a practice that has always existed, scholars only decided to join efforts internationally and exchange on the topic less than a lustrum ago. However, since then, four more international conferences have been held; an annual effort that demonstrates the willingness to maintain a dialogue on a topic that is far from being exhausted or fully understood.
places and means to exchange knowledge among international researchers, and hubs where new ideas are conceived, attesting to the liveliness of a field and providing a good overview on its current state. and a programmatic willingness to start the dialogue on self-translation, a keenness that has originated within Europe's borders, more specifically in Italy. For this reason, and for the international relevance and spectrum offered by the papers given on these occasions, I will give an overview on the visibility/invisibility of self-translation in Italy based on the three volumes published by the same centres of research that organized the three above-mentioned Italian seminar and conferences.
Despite the evidence that most of the voices around self-translation have been originating from within the heart of Europe, more specifically Italy and Spain 3 , none of the studies on the topic conducted so far has actually investigated the reasons for this localized attention, an issue that probably deserves further investigation. If it is true that self-translation "has of late received considerable attention in the more culturally inclined provinces of translation studies" (Grutman 2009, p. 257) , one may consequently infer that this cultural inclination to study self-translation is but a result of the heterolingual disposition that historically distinguishes these areas.
As stated above, Italy seems to have come to represent an important hub for the study and discourses on self-translation. The three volumes at the core of this analysis -L'Autotraduzione nelle letterature migranti (2011), Autotraduzione:
Teorie ed esempi fra Italia e Spagna (e oltre) (2012) and Autotraduzione e riscrittura (2013) -are the fruit of coeval research conducted at three Italian universities:
Udine, Pescara and Bologna. with the will to internationalize the debate, restricting the accessibility/readability (visibility) of these proceedings to an Italian speaking audience.
For this reason, with the willingness to extend the important contributions offered in these three volumes to a wider audience -who may not be proficient in
Italian -I will proceed to present an overview on the Italian debate on selftranslation. Starting by highlighting who participated in said debate, I will then focus on the core of the question: the manner in which these researchers contributed to the advancement of self-translation as an independent field of research in Italian scholarship.
The self-translation scholar's invisibility
It has already been specified that the aim of this article is to present the reader with an overview on the debate around self-translation that has been taking place in
Italy over the past lustrum: specifically since the date of the first conferences, in 2010
in Udine and in Pescara, to ever take place on the subject. It would nonetheless be unfair to proceed with such an analysis neglecting the role of the scholars who are contributing to the flourishing of the question: often obscured by the name of the writers they analyze, these academics are the principal makers of the field as we know it today. In an imaginary migratory Southbound journey, the volume moves onto the 
Between theory and practice
There seems to be a tendency among scholars to side with two imaginary fronts: the theoretical and the empirical. Because of its relative novelty, the field is still in search of solid theoretical foundations, whose construction seems to be in the hands of those scholars who specifically carry out research in the field of Translation Studies and linguistics.
Such is the case of Rainier Grutman, who took part in two of these conferences; even in these occasions his is the most commonly adopted (and cited) definition of self-translation: "the act of translating one's own writings into another language and the result of such an undertaking" (Grutman 2009, p. 257) . As highlighted by Grutman, and as proven by the examples provided in the three volumes, the term self-translation -this also applies to the Italian autotraduzione, The motives behind self-translation (or self-plagiarism or rewriting) remain a topic of interest. Susan Bassnett (in Ceccherelli et al. 2013 ) unfolds some of the reasons for which authors decide to self-translate: the desire to find their real poetical voice, a search for a poetical identity, the necessity to widen their audience and the political role of promoting a minority language. In the same volume, Grutman reminds us in which environments self-translation is more likely to occur: the presence of language minorities, contexts of migrancy and exile, and postcolonialism.
I will conclude with a brief remark on the more empirical work dedicated to the authors mentioned in the previous section and carried out especially by those scholars who specialize in modern literatures. These analyses explore the author's relationship with her native and adopted languages, the time and manner in which self-translations follow the first work, and the directionality of the translation flow.
These empirical works on authors tend to regroup around two issues: the question of linguistic identity in the context of migrancy (one of the volumes is entirely dedicated to the topic) and exile, and the precise stylistic use of languages as a vehicle of an author's poetics.
Self-translation as a (yet) developing field
It is time to draw some conclusions regarding the discourse around selftranslation in Italy. Moving beyond the search for definitions that initially characterize a field, the recent Italian investigations contained in these three collections seem to concentrate around an empirical study of self-translation with three precise aims: describing self-translation as/in migration (Udine); describing selftranslation as a practice that has always existed (Pescara) and translation as a form of rewriting (Bologna). These volumes have attempted to solve some of the issues that had been previously underlined in the study of the field: a rather exclusive focus on contemporary self-translators, Eurocentric discourse and a depiction of the practice as being purely linguistic in nature.
As mentioned above, in self-translation, as in Translation Studies as a whole, we perceive the need to move away from these purely linguistic concerns.
Nonetheless, many works still deal with the linguistic aspects of self-translation -as in a necessity to connect a process yet not fully understood to better-known (1975) , in which he refers to the former as to a "prima stesura"
(6), a first draft 13 . After reiterating his scepticism towards the idea of translating one's own writing -"[n]on crederete mica che lo abbia ritradotto!" (Eco in Ceccherelli et al. 2013, p. 26-27 ) -Eco states that even the translation of non-literary texts such as this is nothing but rewriting (which would become the leitmotiv of the volume).
Thus, except for three presentations on intersemiotic translation and Eco's testimony, the Italian debate around self-translation is still very firmly anchored in the artistic literary field. Equally significant is the fact that research on the topic work is mainly carried out in departments of modern languages and literatures. As evidenced by a wealth of contributions from the Italian peninsula, interest in the topic is on the rise; in anticipation of the next fruitful decade, one may hope for a real internationalization and a full interdisciplinarity of the debate.
12 A workshop entitled Self-Translation as Transfer of Knowledge at the Center for Literary and Cultural Research in Berlin, November 27-28, 2014 will be dedicated to the issue and may offer new, stimulating insights. 13 Although in the foreword to the English text he then affirms: "I have now retranslated it into Italian as a brand new work (Trattato di semiotica generale)" (Eco 1976: viii) . Despite the dates of publishing of the English and Italian volumes appear to prove the opposite, the English 'draft' seems to be the base for his Italian version.
